The Adventures of Captain Kirk “The Alchemists” Part 2
Batman and Spiderman were abused by the alchemist who made them believe that his laboratory was only a cassoulet factory. The Professor, furious at
their naivety, sent them back to investigate. Our two heroes are about to set off again in pursuit of the Alchemist.
- The Professor was furious, how to
resume this investigation?
- The cassoulet is the key, let's look
for the cassoulet!
- Well reasoned Spiderman, let's go
to the cassoulet festival in the City.

- The cassoulet banquets have
already started, come on, full
throttle on the City.

At the apothecary.
- We have been followed since our
arrival and a spy is there, down the
street.
- Well, we'll create a diversion with
poison. The cassoulet of the party
will be perfect to reach as many
people as possible and create
confusion.

-Batman, what are you doing? we're
in a rush.
- I look at the animals ..... how
beautiful they are.
- Do you like animals now?
- Yes sir, I like animals ..... I like
well cooked animals.

- You fly too low, the donkeys are
scared.

- Professor, I got rid of the
cassoulet, I gave it to the monks of
the Abbey of Fontfroide.
- Hmm! Well ! Well.
- However I allowed myself to keep
a pot in case you want to drip it.

- Well, we will eat this cassoulet
tonight, do you have any news from
our two simpletons?

- Look at its beautiful color, it's this
poison that I mixed with the 50
kilos of cassoulet that this Batman
jerk bought me at the laboratory.

A murderous figure walks towards
the kitchens of the cassoulet
festival.

- Is this poison lethal?
- No, it causes a big digestive
discomfort, it's enough to get rid of
prying eyes.

- They have just left to resume their
investigation.

